GREENGUARD Gold Certified Flooring
Means Healthier Indoor Air Quality
Roppe has invested heavily in flooring products that are engineered to
create healthier indoor environments. Our sustainability efforts are
evidence that we care about the environment, but even more importantly,
we care about the health of people in indoor environments, which is
supported by our GREENGUARD Gold status.
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Nine of Roppe’s products meet
Underwriter Laboratories’
exacting standards required
to qualify for GREENGUARD
Gold Certification.

Rubber Tile
Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile

Why is GREENGUARD Gold Certification Important?
It’s the highest standard awarded to a company for manufacturing products
that produce low chemical emissions
Roppe’s products are built to a higher standard, meeting the rigorous
and comprehensive requirements to be GREENGUARD Gold certified,
for the benefit of people and the environment

Rubber Stair Treads

Certification includes health-based criteria, with the strictest requirements
to account for sensitive populations in settings like schools and healthcare
facilities

Rubber Stair Treads
with DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber

Raising the Bar on Safe Flooring Solutions

Northern Timbers Premium
Vinyl Wood Plank
Northern Parallels Premium
Vinyl Plank and Tile
Health and Learning Vinyl Tile

Unlike many other manufacturers whose flooring is produced overseas,
Roppe products are made in the USA
Roppe’s GREENGUARD Gold Certified rubber products are free of phthalates,
halogens and PVC, while maintaining formulations that are free from Red List
Chemicals, which have proven to be harmful to humans
Choosing Roppe means you can have confidence that the flooring solutions
you specify and install won’t compromise when it comes to health and safety

Pinnacle Rubber Base
Pinnacle Plus Rubber Base
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Find out how Roppe’s GREENGUARD Gold
products support healthier indoor environments.
Visit roppe.com to learn more about Roppe products and
to order samples today. Or contact us to speak to a Roppe
Sales Professional.
Learn more about
Roppe’s GREENGUARD
Gold Certified products Y

Roppe GREENGUARD Gold Certified Products

Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile
Protects against flooring failure
with proven higher static load
and fewer seams, holding up to
heavy equipment, high traffic and
extreme conditions, and resisting
indentations. Learn More Y

Rubber Stair Treads
PVC-free rubber stair treads
coordinate with Roppe tile designs
and colors and are the perfect
complement to flooring projects
in a wide variety of settings.

Rubber Stair Treads
with DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber
Because Kevlar® is 5x stronger than
steel and is mixed into the stair
treads, the stair noses stay intact
significantly longer, promoting
safety and resisting damage for
decades. Learn More Y

Northern Timbers Premium
Vinyl Wood Plank
Combines nature’s best flooring
options with today’s technology
to create beautiful floors that are
environmentally friendly and fully
recyclable. Learn More Y

Northern Parallels Premium
Vinyl Plank and Tile
Inspired by nature and correlates
to Northern Timbers designs and
colors, providing unique design
opportunities. Learn More Y

Health and Learning Vinyl Tile
Coordinating with our most popular
rubber tile and tread profiles, the
line offers a palette of colors to add
interest and character to healthcare
and educational spaces.

Pinnacle Rubber Base
PVC -free rubber base offers
exceptional durability and extreme
flexibility, allowing for easy
installation around columns,
corners and architectural curves.

Pinnacle Plus Rubber Base
Formulated with all of the benefits
that make Pinnacle the professional’s choice, Pinnacle Plus offers
unique profiles and a wider array of
options for design flexibility.

Rubber Tile
Naturally slip resistant and provides
outstanding underfoot comfort and
noise reduction. Learn More Y
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DuPont™ and Kevlar ® are trademarks or registered trademarks of affiliates
of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. used under license by Roppe Holding Company.
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